Digital
Campus
Mobility

Spot digitizes the campus to elevate the customer experience, improve
parking management, and encourage informed planning decisions.
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Why a Digital Campus?
Spot's Campus solution creates a digital replica of
campus, for Administrators to easily plan, update,
and monitor parking to enhance customer service.
Personalize the Parking Experience, to
help drivers to find the best place to park.
Empower Customer Service Staff with an
interactive display to guide visitors.
Real-time Parking Updates, ensures
drivers have up-to-the-minute information.
Pre-Plan Gameday and special event
templates to plan the season in advance.
Prioritize Sustainable Mobility Options
such as ride-share, carpooling, electric
scooters and bicycles.

How Does it Work?
Spot leads with a data-first focus, collecting and
ingesting parking data and interpreting complex
rules into a visual, time-dynamic reflection of
parking on campus. Spot then centralizes a view of
parking and mobility options specific to the user.
Connections are then established with a breadth of
parking management functions via Spot's open
architecture platform. Examples include:
ALPR to automate enforcement & data collection
IoT devices and networks for live occupancy
Payment systems for reservations & guidance
EV stations to display locations & availability
The result is a dramatically improved parking
experience for drivers - eliminating the frustration
traditionally associated with parking on campus.
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C AMPUS
Take the first step towards your future vision

DIGITAL INVENTORY
Spot Campus converts university
parking assets into a digital inventory,
allowing for easy updates to conditions.
This inventory becomes the foundational
data platform for innovation across the
parking and mobility network.

ENHANCE THE
CAMPUS EXPERIENCE
Enhance the customer experience on
campus with personalized guidance to
increase the likelihood, efficiency, and
compliance of parking and delivery.

ENABLE EFFICIENT
MANAGEMENT
Optimize parking management
with a platform designed to
coordinate and implement
dynamic changes on campus,
from regular days to peak times
such as gamedays and events.

EASY PLANNING
Pre-plan events and construction
impacts by creating pre-prepared
templates to govern parking access
and pricing changes.
Departments collaborate to plan
and set the parking priorities of
events from a common dashboard.

PERSONALIZATION
Spot provides personalized guidance
unique to the user, delivered directly
to their phone. Users simply select
their permit type to view the options
and real-time availability of spaces at
present or at a future date.

ENSURE FUTUREREADINESS
With Spot as the source of truth on
parking and utilization details,
planning decisions are made with
confidence via effective analysis of
parking and mobility data.

WHY

C AMPUS

No Pre-Requisite Data

Cloud-Based Solution

Spot leads with a data-first
approach and takes responsibility
for collecting and analyzing all
parking information needed to
create meaningful insights.

Reduce the need for costly
infrastructure, ensure the data is
secure and allow departments
to access it simultaneously.

Low Resource Commitment

3-Month Implementation

Spot lead the project from start
to finish, with minimal human
resource investment required
from the university customer.

Spot's capabilities and insights
reap meaningful and
immediately visible results
within a 3-month timeframe.

Low-Cost of Entry

Event Planning

Spot's innovative and forwardlooking technology provides
significant value and a fast ROI
at a comparatively low cost.

Encourage collaboration between
departments to plan the impact of
special events, as communication is
conducted instantly and
seamlessly within Spot.

What Our Customers Have Been Saying

Alexis, Customer Service
Representative - Ohio State
University
“This will make life so much
easier when we’re helping
students to identify the most
appropriate parking permit.”
Bob Murray, CTO CampusParc
“Having been able to digitize
these rules and show where
you can park and when you
can park, at what specific
times in the future, based on
the events that are happening,
has really been a game
changer for our parkers."

Barbara Bruderlin, CEO
Malibu Chamber of
Commerce
“The Malibu Chamber of
Commerce is grateful to have
partnered with Spot who
developed the ShopMalibu Map.
The map is beautifully designed
and, in addition to showing the
new hours, dining set ups and
COVID-19 safety practices, it even
shows users trailheads, beaches,
tasting rooms and vineyards! This
is such a needed boost for
Malibu’s small businesses, who
have gone through so much over
the past two years.”

Learn More at:
www.spotparking.us

Cr Kara Cook, Councillor of
Morningside Ward
"I’m delighted that together with
Spot Local we have been able to
quickly launch an initiative that
will make a meaningful and
positive difference.”

Michelle Carter, Transport
Manager - Northern Beaches
“The data Spot Parking has
collected is fantastic for us as a
Council to better manage our
parking assets. Instead of
sending someone off site to
check a sign, I can do it from my
desktop [or phone]."
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